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Embracing guided pathways 
calls for reconsideration 
of our long-held beliefs, 
deliberate culture change, 
and evolution of well-
established policies and 
practices—a daunting yet 
exciting endeavor.

— DR. ROB JOHNSTONE,
Founder & President,  

National Center for Inquiry  
& Improvement (NCII)
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To Improve Outcomes,  
Colleges Must Change the  
Student Experience

FOREWORD

As of fall 2019, more than 300 colleges are implementing guided pathways 
reforms as part of formal national or state initiatives. Many others are 
attempting to do so on their own. Guided pathways has arguably become 
the most widespread community college institutional reform movement in 
decades. 

Guided pathways is a whole-college reform model through which 
institutions change the experience for all students both in and outside the 
classroom throughout their entire journey through college. Only through 
this scale of change will colleges be able to substantially increase overall 
completion rates and post-graduation success for students overall and to 
close gaps in outcomes for underserved students.  

Colleges implementing guided pathways are reviewing and more clearly 
mapping their programs to ensure that they lead to good jobs and further 
education. They also are organizing programs into field-focused meta-
majors to engage students in academic and career communities. And 
they are redesigning instruction, student services, business processes, 
and technology systems to better help all students explore options and 
interests, create academic plans, and complete programs that will prepare 
them to successfully transfer and advance in their careers. 

My colleagues and I at the Community College Research Center recently 
published a report on how colleges that were early adopters of guided 
pathways have managed the large-scale organizational changes involved. 
We found that, to be effective, college leaders need to:

 Î Engage faculty and staff broadly in the institution in identifying barriers 
to student success created by the college; and 

 Î Create cross-functional teams to redesign programs, practices, and 
systems at scale in ways that facilitate program exploration, planning, 
learning, and completion. 

Not surprisingly, this is a complex process that takes several years and 
requires changing college culture—and specifically mindsets about how 
best to help students learn and succeed—as much as implementing any 
particular practices. 

Building Momentum is an important new report in which the Center for 
Community College Student Engagement provides a first systematic 
look at whether students and faculty say they are experiencing guided 
pathways reforms at their colleges. 

The Center’s findings indicate that the guided pathways movement still 
has far to go. Even among colleges already implementing guided pathways 
reforms, substantial numbers of entering students still do not receive help 
to develop a full-program academic plan, and many continuing students 
have not talked with a staff member about the sorts of jobs their program 
might lead to. Moreover, many faculty in these colleges indicate that 
they have not been involved in guided pathways reforms and want more 
professional development—although majorities of both full- and part-time 
faculty say that the work their college is doing with guided pathways will 
lead to improved student outcomes. 

If they want their guided pathways efforts to produce substantially 
improved student outcomes, college leaders at all levels need to 
consider two critical issues: how to increase involvement by faculty and 
staff and how to ensure that students’ experiences are being enriched 
in desired ways as a result of changes in college policy and practice. 
Thanks to the Center for providing the field with the metrics—and in this 
report, the baseline data—to guide their efforts.  

Dr. Davis Jenkins
Senior Research Scholar, Community College Research Center
Teachers College, Columbia University
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Guided pathways is gaining momentum. There are many pathways efforts, including statewide 

ones, across the country. Colleges new to the work are learning from early adopters, and the 

field is beginning an unprecedented attempt at broad-scale change. This report from the Center 

for Community College Student Engagement provides a first look at whether students across the 

country are experiencing key elements of this transformational reform. 

Understanding the Student Experience of Pathways

Guided pathways is designed to help colleges improve rates of student completion, 
transfer, and attainment of jobs with value in the labor market. Instituting the whole-scale 
transformation required to implement pathways means rethinking fundamental aspects of the 
college structure, including onboarding, advising, curriculum, instruction, scheduling, and 
technology. 

Because pathways requires change to so many interconnected systems, colleges typically spend 
several years planning. During this time, administrators, faculty, and staff dive deeply into 
change efforts that are not visible to students. These efforts include redesigning programs of 
study and implementing new policies, systems, and practices for guided pathways.

While this preparation is critical, upgrading policies, practices, and systems is not enough 
to bring about real improvement. To produce better outcomes, colleges need to change the 
student experience and, in turn, change student behaviors in ways that lead to increased 
success. If the student experience does not become more engaging, then these changes in 
practice are unlikely to lead to measurably better outcomes. 

Given the need to change student behaviors, regularly asking students and faculty about their 
experiences is critical. Center data provide an invaluable window into student and faculty 
perspectives. These data are a powerful tool for colleges that want to better understand whether 
their pathways work is reflected in the typical student experience on their campuses. 

Data from the Center’s three surveys—the Survey of Entering Student Engagement (SENSE), 
the Community College Survey of Student Engagement (CCSSE), and the Community College 
Faculty Survey of Student Engagement (CCFSSE)—as well as focus groups provide direct input 
from students and faculty. 

These data also show whether students across the country are experiencing the individual 
practices and supports that mirror many of the components of guided pathways. The findings 
in this report are the first national baseline data on student and faculty perceptions of  
pathways practices.

On the Cusp of 
Transformation
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Guided pathways is an institution-wide approach to student success 
that is based on giving students clear, coherent, and structured 
educational experiences that build in a variety of academic and non-
academic supports. Pathways puts equity at the center of colleges’ 
educational approach so they can improve outcomes for all students.

Students’ pathways guide them from their point of entry to attainment 
of high-quality postsecondary credentials, advancement to further 
education, and/or careers with value in the labor market. Having a clear 
end goal is expected to improve persistence. Following a clear pathway 
minimizes excess credit hours, which waste time and money. 

Thus, a key focus of guided pathways is helping students start with the 
end in mind. And one hallmark of pathways is requiring each student to 
develop a complete program plan in their first academic term. 

Of course, having a clear, defined sequence of courses is just the 
beginning of guided pathways. The model builds a range of proven 
practices into every student’s experience, beginning with their earliest 
interactions with the college. These practices provide structure, help 
students identify their educational and career goals, and support 
students so they stay engaged and on track. They include the following:

 Î Academic advising that incorporates in-depth conversations 
about career goals, degree plans, transfer opportunities, and 
commitments outside of college.

 Î Career exploration in the first academic term supported by 
detailed information about careers and salaries that can result 
from each program and credential.

 Î Meta-majors—groups of related majors—that provide a 
structure for career and academic communities.   

 Î Gateway courses that are aligned with students’ programs of 
study.

 Î Corequisites through which underprepared students can earn 
college credit in their first term while getting the additional 
academic support they need.

Two tools that may be useful to colleges as they undertake this 
work are the guided pathways model created by the Pathways 
Collaborative,* which outlines the components of pathways, and 
Completion by Design’s Loss/Momentum Framework,+ which 
illustrates how a student progresses along a pathway. 

* www.pathwaysresources.org
+ www.completionbydesign.org/s/cbd-lmf

WHY GUIDED 
PATHWAYS?

Recognize that no longer can students afford to just wander through 
college and not have a clue what it’s all about. . . . Just be open. In 
some cases, throw away your old paradigms and be willing to see 
the relevance of what we’re doing and how it impacts students.

— ADMINISTRATOR
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Guided pathway means a direction . . .  
to take your classes and not get 
confused or jumbled up and not sure 
what to do next semester, and then be 
stuck . . .  so you’re not lost.

— STUDENT

Early Data and the Potential for Change

Guided pathways is intended to change the way colleges conduct 
their day-to-day work. Implementing this institution-wide 
change takes time, as illustrated in a recent report about guided 
pathways from the Community College Research Center.* 

Guided pathways has many components, and addressing all of 
them concurrently would be difficult. Thus, each college is likely 
to show progress primarily in the areas where it focused its 
initial efforts. Moreover, given the timeline of even the earliest 
pathways adopters, it is not surprising that it is too early to see 
evidence of students’ experiencing pathways at scale. 

 Î Among colleges that participated in SENSE, on average, 67% 
of entering students report that they are required to follow an 
academic plan that specifies required courses.+

 Î Among colleges that participated in CCSSE, on average, 39% 
of students in at least their second term report that a staff 
member did not talk with them about the types of jobs their 
program of study might lead to. In addition, on average, 
75% of these respondents report that they did not visit 
an employer or a worksite, nor did they shadow someone 
working in their field of interest.+ 

 Î CCFSSE findings indicate that 45% of faculty know very 
little or nothing about guided pathways. When colleges begin 
implementing pathways, a small number of people tend to be 

engaged with the work. A key challenge with pathways is to 
better involve a broad cross section of faculty and staff. 

While colleges implementing guided pathways have seen 
improvements in some areas, it will take time for new policies 
and practices to spread within and across institutions. Then 
those shifts must become part of the student experience. 
As the typical student experience becomes more engaging, 
it is expected that student behaviors will change, leading to 
improved outcomes. 

In the meantime, colleges that were early adopters of pathways 
are receiving positive feedback from students, faculty, and staff 
participating in focus groups. The Center is encouraged by this 
feedback and by the commitment to pathways that is visible 
across the country.

* ccrc.tc.columbia.edu/media/k2/attachments/redesigning-your-college-guided-pathways.pdf
+ These are institutional averages, not averages of individual student responses. See Methodology on this page.

METHODOLOGY INSTITUTIONAL 
ANALYSES

SENSE and CCSSE results presented in this report are aggregated at the 

institution level and reported as the average percentage of students within 

colleges who selected the reported responses. For example, if at three 

colleges 43%, 51%, and 62% of students, respectively, reported that they 

met with an advisor one or more times, the value presented in the report 

would be the average of these three institution-level scores, or 52%. 

Data are presented in this way because guided pathways is an 

institution-level movement, and this method of analysis ensures that all 

participating colleges have equal weighting in the national average. 

The report also presents the top quartile range of the findings (75th 

percentile to 100th percentile) to further illustrate how effectively some 

colleges have instituted individual components of guided pathways.

SENSE and CCSSE results presented in this report will not be directly 

comparable to results presented in SENSE and CCSSE standard reports 

and online custom analyses. For more details as well as the full 

methodology used in this report, visit www.cccse.org/NR2020.

Data in the report are based on the following survey administrations: 

 Î SENSE 2018 data include responses from 48,778 entering students 

from 117 colleges that administered a 12-item set on guided 

pathways. Thus, the N for all SENSE results in this report is 117.

 Î CCSSE 2019 data include responses from 76,700 returning students 

from 166 colleges that administered a 20-item set on guided 

pathways. Thus, the N for all CCSSE results in this report is 166.

 Î  Faculty data include responses from 7,534 faculty members from 73 

colleges that administered CCFSSE 2019, which included 10 items 

on guided pathways. Some colleges participating in CCFSSE did 

not administer the CCSSE item set on guided pathways to students. 

Faculty data are not institutional averages.

For more information, visit www.cccse.org.  5
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EVOLUTION OF GUIDED PATHWAYS
THE

In 2012, AACC’s 21st-Century Commission on the Future of 
Community Colleges released Reclaiming the American Dream, 
galvanizing the community college field to undertake transformational 
work in an effort to increase student success. The Commission’s 
mandate to improve completion rates spurred a patchwork of colleges 
across the country to implement pathways-related initiatives on their 
campuses.

In 2015, the Community College Research Center published 
Redesigning America’s Community Colleges.* That same year, 
AACC, along with the Center and other organizations, launched a 
formal project to help community colleges design and implement 
guided pathways. The group selected 30 colleges from 17 states to 
participate in intensive guided pathways work, much of which was 
conducted through a series of pathways institutes. 

These 30 colleges ultimately became known as the Pathways 1.0 
colleges.+ Since then, many more colleges have joined this movement. 
Some have undertaken pathways work as part of AACC’s second 
round of the Pathways Project, state-level student success centers, or 
other statewide efforts. Others have done so without being part of an 
organized group. 

For the Pathways 1.0 colleges, the pathways institutes concluded in 
October 2017, and most of these colleges began rolling out student-
facing pathways elements in fall 2018. Data for the SENSE, CCSSE, 
and CCFSSE findings in this report were collected a short time later—
fall 2018 for SENSE and spring 2019 for CCSSE and CCFSSE.

* This book by Thomas R. Bailey, Shanna Smith Jaggars, and Davis Jenkins of the Community College Research Center synthesized years of research and made the case for 
transformational change. Many colleges interested in pathways distributed copies and organized reading groups to launch campus conversations.

+ To see which Pathways 1.0 colleges administered SENSE, CCSSE, and CCFSSE, visit www.cccse.org/NR2020.
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The pathways model has four pillars of implementation: 

1. Clarify the Paths

2. Help Students Get on a Path

3. Help Students Stay on Their Path

4. Ensure Students Are Learning 

The Center’s surveys evaluate distinct practices as a window into understanding the full 
picture of the student experience. The student experience—and the Center’s SENSE, 
CCSSE, and CCFSSE survey data—are most clearly aligned with Pillars 2, 3, and 4. Thus, 
findings in this report focus on those parts of the pathways model. 

At the time data presented in this report were collected, student-facing pathways 
implementation was just beginning at many colleges. Thus, Building Momentum presents 
baseline data that colleges can use as a starting point as they evaluate their own practices. 
Data from the AACC Pathways 1.0 colleges show the potential impact of pathways once 
the work is underway. The top quartile range of the findings (75th percentile to 100th 
percentile) further illustrate how effectively some colleges have instituted individual 
components of guided pathways.

The Center also analyzed individual student responses by characteristics such as race 
and ethnicity, gender identity, and age. For survey items related to pathways, there were 
no meaningful differences based on these characteristics. As not many students are yet 
exposed to all components of guided pathways, the Center plans to conduct analyses such 
as these again in the future to explore how pathways implementation and equity intersect.

Guided Pathways and 
the Student Experience

For more information, visit www.cccse.org.  7
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Help Students Get on a PathPILLAR 2
Among colleges that participated in SENSE, on average, 44% of 
entering student respondents report that friends, family, or other 
students are their main source of advising. And 74% say they 
chose a job or career before registering for their first classes.* 

While starting with the end in mind—choosing a job or career 
at the beginning of college—is a pathways goal, some students 
make career decisions based on incomplete or inaccurate 
information. They may not be aware of potential career options 
that align with their interests. They also may not be considering 
transfer and additional educational options that can lead to 
career advancement and a higher salary. 

Academic advising and career exploration guided by the 
institution play three critical roles for students. First, they 
ensure that students understand their options for programs of 
study and careers. Second, and perhaps more important, these 

practices raise students’ aspirations by encouraging them to 
pursue opportunities they may not have considered. Broadening 
students’ opportunities in this way is an essential element of 
closing equity gaps.

Finally, advisors can help ensure that students have realistic 
academic plans. Among colleges that participated in SENSE, 
39% of respondents, on average, report that no one at their 
college talked with them about how long it will take to complete 
their degree. And 59% on average say that no one at their 
college talked with them about the total cost of completing their 
certificate or degree.* Even when students know what classes 
they need for a credential, if they do not have a specific timeline 
and an accurate understanding of their financial cost, they do 
not have a clear pathway.+

* These are institutional averages, not averages of individual student responses. See Methodology on page 5.
+ For more information about the connection between advising and student engagement, see the Center’s 2018 report, Show Me the Way: The Power of Advising in 

Community Colleges, www.ccsse.org/nr2018/Show_Me_The_Way.pdf.

In our old system, you 
had probably 50 different 
courses that you could 
choose from, and you had 
to pick and choose to put 
those together. We’ve really 
streamlined that process.

— FACULTY MEMBER

FINDINGS ON
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What has been your main source of academic advising (help with academic goal-
setting, planning, course recommendations, graduation requirements, etc.)?

Instructors or college staff

48%–62%

Help Students Get on a Path PILLAR 2

Were you required to meet (in person or online) with an academic advisor  
before registering for classes this academic term at this college?

Yes

78%–94%Top Quartile Range

Yes

91%Pathways 1.0 College Spotlight

PIERCE COLLEGE DISTRICT (WA)

68%

32%No

Yes
All

Entering
Students

Percentages are institutional averages and therefore may not total 100%.  Source: 2018 SENSE entering student data

Percentages are institutional averages and therefore may not total 100%.  Source: 2018 SENSE entering student data

Top Quartile Range

43%

44%

12%

Other

Friends,
family,

or other
students

Instructors or
college staff

All
Entering
Students

It’s pretty hard to 
waiver from the plan. 
. . . You really have to 
try hard to enroll in 
something that isn’t 
part of your program.

— STUDENT
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We want [students] 
to really start thinking 
about their purpose 
beyond the degree.

— ADMINISTRATOR

Prior to registering for classes your first academic term at this college,  
had you decided on a job or career that you wanted to pursue?

Did a staff member at this college help you decide  
on a program, major, or pathway of study?

Yes

23%–50%Top Quartile Range

74%

21%

5%

No

I am not attending this college
to pursue a job or career

Yes
All

Entering
Students

20%

37%

32%

11%

No

I had already decided on a 
program, major, or pathway 

of study on my own

I talked with a college staff member about 
possible programs, majors, or pathways

of study, but I have not decided on one

Yes

All
Entering
Students

Help Students Get on a PathPILLAR 2

Percentages are institutional averages and therefore may not total 100%.  Source: 2018 SENSE entering student data

Percentages are institutional averages and therefore may not total 100%.  Source: 2018 SENSE entering student data

The top quartile range is not included here because 
this survey item reports on students’ behavior before 
they arrive at college. 
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Has a staff member at this college talked with you about the types of jobs  
your program, major, or pathway of study might lead to?

Have you used this college’s website to explore career options?

Yes

49%–67%Top Quartile Range

Yes

46%–62%Top Quartile Range

Yes

53%Pathways 1.0 College Spotlight

JACKSON COLLEGE (MI)

Yes

62%
SAN JACINTO COLLEGE (TX)

Pathways 1.0 College Spotlight

44%

48%

8%

No

I have not decided on a program,
major, or pathway of study

Yes
All

Entering
Students

41%

54%

5%

No

My college does not have career options
on its website that I know about

Yes
All

Entering
Students

Help Students Get on a Path PILLAR 2

Percentages are institutional averages and therefore may not total 100%.  Source: 2018 SENSE entering student data

Percentages are institutional averages and therefore may not total 100%.  Source: 2018 SENSE entering student data

My instructors talk to me about career plans all the time. They 
talk about what to put on resumes. They talk to us about different 
employers. We actually go on field trips to different facilities. . . . 
Because it is a tech trade that I’m in . . . it has a direct application.

— STUDENT

For more information, visit www.cccse.org.  11
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Help Students Get on a PathPILLAR 2

Has a staff member at this college talked with you about the total cost  
to complete your certificate or degree?

Yes

35%–81%Top Quartile Range

Yes

63%
ZANE STATE COLLEGE (OH)

Pathways 1.0 College Spotlight

29%

59%

8%

No

I plan to transfer without completing
a certificate or degree

I am not seeking a certificate or degree

Yes

All
Entering
Students

4%

Percentages are institutional averages and therefore may not total 100%.  Source: 2018 SENSE entering student data

Has a staff member at this college talked with you about how long 
it will take to complete your certificate or degree?

Yes

55%–86%Top Quartile Range

Yes

70%
SOUTH SEATTLE COLLEGE (WA)

Pathways 1.0 College Spotlight

48%

39%

5%

8%

No

I plan to transfer without completing
a certificate or degree

I am not seeking a certificate or degree

Yes
All

Entering
Students

Percentages are institutional averages and therefore may not total 100%.  Source: 2018 SENSE entering student data

Now that I have a feel of how it works with my guided pathway 
and scheduling classes, I’m probably going to finish my BS a lot 
sooner than I thought I would, so I’m really excited.

— STUDENT
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Has a staff member at this college talked with you about which credits will transfer 
toward your intended program or major at the four-year institution of your choice?

At this college, are you required to follow an academic plan that specifies  
which courses you are required to take?

Yes

41%–66%Top Quartile Range

Yes

72%–93%Top Quartile Range

Yes

80%
CLEVELAND STATE  

COMMUNITY COLLEGE (TN)

Pathways 1.0 College Spotlight

Yes

47%
ZANE STATE COLLEGE (OH)

Pathways 1.0 College Spotlight

36%

32%

13%

7%

11%

No

I plan to transfer but have not
chosen a four-year institution

I am not planning
to transfer

I have not decided on a program, major,
or pathway of study at this college

YesAll
Entering
Students

67%

15%

19%No

I do not have an
academic plan

Yes
All

Entering
Students

Percentages are institutional averages and therefore may not total 100%.  Source: 2018 SENSE entering student data

Percentages are institutional averages and therefore may not total 100%.  Source: 2018 SENSE entering student data

Help Students Get on a Path PILLAR 2

I get . . . flagged, and I get a 
call from my advisor. ‘You’re off 
track. Do you know you’re off 
track? . . . Okay. Come see me.’ 
. . . The advisor really is the one 
who checks on me.

— STUDENT
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The total institutional transformation 
required by guided pathways reform 
continues daily and ensures that we 
are creating a student-ready college.

— DR. WILLIAM SERRATA, President,
El Paso Community College (TX)

Guided pathways enabled us to develop a student-
centered, career-guided academic experience that 
led our institution to record-breaking enrollment 
and student program completion.

— DR. ADENA WILLIAMS LOSTON,  
President, St. Philip’s College, Alamo Colleges District (TX)

Our work has no 
finish line, but every 
single student that 
comes to us has one.
— DR. JIM MURDAUGH, 

President, Tallahassee 
Community College (FL)

Transformational 
Change

PRESIDENTS OF  
PATHWAYS 1.0  

COLLEGES  
DESCRIBE 

Guided pathways is not something 
you do. It is something you become.

— DR. GREG HAMANN, President,  
Linn-Benton Community College (OR)

Something like guided pathways 
is essential. Students need to 
take courses that readily transfer.

— DR. BRENT KNIGHT, President, 
Lansing Community College (MI)

Guided pathways provides 
a single focus that impacts 
all aspects of the student’s 
college experience.

— DR. EDWIN MASSEY, 
President, Indian River State 

College (FL)
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It’s imperative for students 
to have a roadmap because 
without it, they can never 
take off and succeed. The 
guided pathways model 
supports student success 
by saving students both 
time and money on their 
road to degree attainment.

— DR. RIC BASER, President, 
Northwest Vista College,  

Alamo Colleges District (TX) 

The academic and cultural buy-in necessary for 
school-wide reform required a commitment and 
courage to develop and implement the changes.

— DR. DONALD GUY GENERALS, President,  
Community College of Philadelphia (PA)

Through guided pathways, we 
have been able to create clear 
transfer pathways to keep 
students on track to graduation. 
Since 2014–15, the percentage 
of Associate of Arts graduates 
who do not exceed 72 hours upon 
graduation has increased 25%.

— DR. TONJUA WILLIAMS, President,  
St. Petersburg College (FL)

Authentic implementation of guided 
pathways calls institutions to the difficult 
work of addressing historical inequities.

— DR. ANDREA C. WADE, Provost and  
Vice President, Academic Services,

Monroe Community College (NY)

A crucial element of guided pathways 
is scale—it has moved us from smaller 
innovations to college-wide initiatives 
that touch almost every student.

— ANDREW DORSEY, President, 
Front Range Community College (CO)

Guided pathways is about creating an airtight, coordinated care network around 
our students to ensure that we accelerate their progression and, if necessary, 
catch them before they fall.

— GREGORY ADAM HAILE, Esq., President, Broward College (FL)
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During this academic term at this college, how many times  
have you met (in person or online) with an academic advisor?

Help Students Stay on Their PathPILLAR 3

At least one time

82%–96%Top Quartile Range

At least one time

85%
PARIS JUNIOR COLLEGE (TX)

Pathways 1.0 College Spotlight

Percentages are institutional averages and therefore may not total 100%. Source: 2019 CCSSE returning student data

76%

24%

None

At least one time

All
Returning
Students

The initial advising that helps students get on a path is crucial for their success. And advising continues to be 
important throughout a student’s academic experience. Advisors can support students throughout their academic 
journeys by tracking their progress through their academic plans and helping them adapt their plans if their goals 
change. Regular student-advisor meetings also present opportunities to build relationships and check in on a range 
of academic and life issues.

The constant, ‘Hey, talk to your advisor to make sure that you need this 
class’—as frustrating as it is at times, it is almost reassuring because 
you know that you’re not going to be one of those people who took like 
12 elective credits that you didn’t need because they will stop you.

— STUDENT

FINDINGS ON
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Have you reviewed progress on your academic plan at this college  
each time you have met in person with an academic advisor?

At this college, all the courses I have needed to take  
have been available when and where I needed them.

Agree

83%–93%

Yes

63%–82%

Top Quartile Range

Top Quartile Range

Agree

88%
PARIS JUNIOR COLLEGE (TX)

Pathways 1.0 College Spotlight

Yes

72%
PALO ALTO COLLEGE (TX)

Pathways 1.0 College Spotlight

Percentages are institutional averages and therefore may not total 100%. Source: 2019 CCSSE returning student data

79%

21%

Disagree

Agree

All
Returning
Students

59%

9%

4%

10%

19%
No

Yes

All
Returning
Students

I do not have an academic plan

I have not met with an academic advisor

I do not have an academic plan and
have not met with an academic advisor

Help Students Stay on Their Path PILLAR 3

Percentages are institutional averages and therefore may not total 100%.  Source: 2019 CCSSE returning student data

An important point is that 
in my case, since I’m 
attending part-time, [my 
advisor] adjusts my plan to 
my specific circumstances.

— STUDENT

For more information, visit www.cccse.org.  17
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Help Students Stay on Their PathPILLAR 3

If you were interested in changing your program, major, or pathway of study  
at this college, do you know how to go about doing this?

Yes

71%
TULSA COMMUNITY  

COLLEGE (OK)

Pathways 1.0 College Spotlight

Yes

63%–74%Top Quartile Range

59%

19%

22%No

Yes

All
Returning
Students

I am not sure

Percentages are institutional averages and therefore may not total 100%.  Source: 2019 CCSSE returning student data

Have you reviewed progress toward completion of your academic plan  
at this college using this college’s website?

Yes

82%
STANLY COMMUNITY 

COLLEGE (NC)

Pathways 1.0 College Spotlight

Yes

65%–82%Top Quartile Range

58%

10%

3%

29%No
Yes

All
Returning
Students

I do not have an academic plan

Reviewing progress toward completion
of my academic plan is not available

on this college’s website

Percentages are institutional averages and therefore may not total 100%.  Source: 2019 CCSSE returning student data

I think the advisors should be specialized in the degree program that you’re 
in. . . . I’ve just lucked out that my advisor is more knowledgeable because 
of her personal experiences, but not everyone has that same experience.

— STUDENT
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During the current academic year at this college, how often have your  
instructors required you to participate in tutoring?

During the current academic year at this college, how often have your  
instructors required you to participate in study groups?

Ensure Students Are LearningPILLAR 4

Ever

63%–79%Top Quartile Range

Ever

60%
MT. SAN ANTONIO  

COLLEGE (CA)

Pathways 1.0 College Spotlight

Ever

39%–71%Top Quartile Range

56%44%Never Ever

All
Returning
Students

34%

66%
Never

Ever

All
Returning
Students

Since its inception, the Center has been surveying students about practices that are now part of the Ensure 
Students Are Learning pillar. While active and collaborative learning, service learning, and regular interactions 
with faculty members are proven to increase student engagement, too few students have these experiences. 

Percentages are institutional averages and therefore may not total 100%.  Source: 2019 CCSSE returning student data

Percentages are institutional averages and therefore may not total 100%.  Source: 2019 CCSSE returning student data

FINDINGS ON
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Ensure Students Are LearningPILLAR 4

During the current academic year at this college, how often have you worked  
with classmates outside of class to prepare class assignments?

Ever

72%–96%Top Quartile Range

67%

33%Never

Ever
All

Returning
Students

Percentages are institutional averages and therefore may not total 100%.  Source: 2019 CCSSE returning student data

During the current academic year at this college, how often have you discussed  
ideas from your readings or classes with instructors outside of class?

Ever

62%–83%Top Quartile Range

58%
42%Never

Ever

All
Returning
Students

Percentages are institutional averages and therefore may not total 100%.  Source: 2019 CCSSE returning student data

A great course 
is one that 
directly relates 
to what career 
you want to 
have after 
school.

— STUDENT
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Ensure Students Are Learning PILLAR 4

During the current academic year at this college, how often have you participated in a 
community-based project (service-learning activity) as part of a regular course?

Ever

32%–59%Top Quartile Range

28%

72%

Never

Ever

All
Returning
Students

Percentages are institutional averages and therefore may not total 100%.  Source: 2019 CCSSE returning student data

We do job shadowing. We visit hospitals. 
We visit nursing homes. We visit jails. 
We visit so many other facilities, and 
that’s going to help us decide what it is 
we want to do when we graduate.

— STUDENT

How much has your experience at this college contributed to your knowledge, skills, 
and personal development in acquiring job- or work-related knowledge and skills?

Very much or quite a bit

58%–81%Top Quartile Range

52%48%Some or
very little

Very much 
or quite a bit

All
Returning
Students

Percentages are institutional averages and therefore may not total 100%.  Source: 2019 CCSSE returning student data
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APPLIED LEARNING
THE POWER OF

CCSSE data illustrate that students who participate in internships or other applied learning 
experiences are more likely to be exposed to a range of practices that improve their 
engagement and are aligned with the pathways pillars. 

Across institutions, roughly a third of students in programs that lead to specific jobs or 
careers—such as nursing, allied health, technology, agriculture, and trade technical—report 
participating in internships or other field experiences, compared to an average of about 10% 
of students in liberal arts programs.*

Obviously, participation in an internship or a clinical assignment is a more natural fit for 
students in programs such as nursing than for students in liberal arts programs. And it may 
be challenging to develop internships and other applied learning experiences for certain 
programs. Therefore, colleges should actively seek other ways to elevate the engagement of 
students in programs without these hands-on experiences. 

For the data reported on the next page, Internship Students refers to students who have 
experienced hands-on learning through internships, field experiences, co-op experiences, or 
clinical assignments.

* These are institutional averages, not averages of individual student responses. See Methodology on page 5.

Have you done or are you currently doing an internship, field experience, 
co-op experience, or clinical assignment at this college?

Percentages are institutional averages and therefore may not total 100%.
Source: 2019 CCSSE returning student data

21%

79%
No

Yes

All
Returning
Students

[Advising] would be better if it was program 
specific. As soon as you declare a meta-
major, you are now transferred to an advisor 
that knows all about that meta-major.

— STUDENT
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Has a staff member at this college talked with you about 
the total cost to complete your certificate or degree?

At this college, are you required to follow an 
 academic plan that specifies the order in which  

you should take your required courses?
At this college, are you required to follow an academic plan 

that specifies which courses you are required to take?

Percentages are institutional averages and therefore may not total 100%.
Source: 2019 CCSSE returning student data

Percentages are institutional averages and therefore may not total 100%.
Source: 2019 CCSSE returning student data

Percentages are institutional averages and therefore may not total 100%.
Source: 2019 CCSSE returning student data

Non-Internship
Students

Internship
Students 45% 3%

5%

7% 3%31% 59%

47%

Yes I plan to transfer without 
completing a certificate 
or degree

No I am not seeking 
a certificate 
or degree

Non-Internship
Students

Internship
Students 67% 8%

13%51% 36%

25%

Yes I do not have an academic planNo

Non-Internship
Students

Internship
Students 82% 9%

13%73% 14%

10%

Yes I do not have an academic planNo

Has a staff member at this college talked with you  
about the types of jobs your program, major, or pathway  

of study might lead to?

Percentages are institutional averages and therefore may not total 100%.
Source: 2019 CCSSE returning student data

Non-Internship
Students

Internship
Students 68% 5%

6%51% 42%

28%

Yes I have not decided on a program,
major, or pathway of study

No

Has a staff member at this college talked with you about 
how long it will take to complete your certificate or degree?

Percentages are institutional averages and therefore may not total 100%.
Source: 2019 CCSSE returning student data

Non-Internship
Students

Internship
Students 76% 3%

5%

8% 2%61% 29%

17%

Yes I plan to transfer without 
completing a certificate 
or degree

No I am not seeking 
a certificate 
or degree

My seminar teacher [and I] 
had really intense talks about 
what I wanted to do in my 
future or where I would see 
myself. Those conversations 
really, really helped a lot.

— STUDENT
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ENGAGING  FACULTY
ENGAGING STUDENTS BEGINS WITH

From designing pathways and advising students to rethinking curricula and instructional practices, 
faculty members are critical in implementing guided pathways. 

A majority (58%) of faculty respondents who report that their colleges are implementing guided 
pathways believe that pathways will improve student outcomes. That said, CCFSSE findings indicate 
that colleges have opportunities to better engage faculty members across the board. Even though the 
results are not displayed here, part-time faculty respondents are less involved in the work of guided 
pathways than their full-time colleagues. This gap presents a challenge because part-time faculty 
typically teach the majority of classes at most colleges. 

How much do you know about guided pathways?

All Faculty N=7,445

How involved are you in guided pathways at this college?

All Faculty N=4,071

Is this college in the process of implementing  
guided pathways?

All Faculty N=7,434

Do you feel like you need more professional development 
about your role in guided pathways at this college?

All Faculty N=4,070

Source: 2019 CCFSSE data

Percentages do not total 100% due to rounding.
Source: 2019 CCFSSE data

Percentages do not total 100% due to rounding.
Source: 2019 CCFSSE data

Source: 2019 CCFSSE data

Subsequent CCFSSE data include responses only from the 55% of faculty members who report  
that their colleges are implementing guided pathways.

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

None

Very little

Some

Quite a lot 15%

40%

24%

21%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Not at all

Somewhat

Very 13%

52%

36%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

I do not know

No

Yes 55%

1%

43%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

No

Yes 49%

51%

One of the keys to our culture . . . is the sense of openness and the collaborative 
nature that . . . pathways brought. I have a much better sense for what goes on in 
student services and what goes on in advising and what career services is all about.

— FACULTY MEMBER
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Have the learning outcomes for the courses you teach 
at this college changed because of guided pathways?

All Faculty N=4,078

Has your role in advising students at this college  
changed because of guided pathways?

All Faculty N=4,043

From your perspective as a faculty member at this 
college, do you think the work the college is doing with 

guided pathways will improve student outcomes such as 
persistence and completion?

All Faculty N=4,054

Source: 2019 CCFSSE data

Source: 2019 CCFSSE data

Source: 2019 CCFSSE data

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

I do not know

No

Yes 17%

60%

23%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

I have never
advised students

at this college

No

Yes 22%

47%

31%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

I do not know

No

Yes 58%

11%

31%

Among faculty who report that the learning outcomes for the  
courses they teach have changed due to guided pathways:

Among faculty who report that their role in advising  
has changed due to guided pathways:

Have you been involved in updating course-level 
learning outcomes at this college for guided pathways?

All Faculty N=677

Do you only advise students enrolled in the pathway 
area(s) in which you teach at this college?

All Faculty N=883

Percentages do not total 100% due to rounding.
Source: 2019 CCFSSE data

Percentages do not total 100% due to rounding.
Source: 2019 CCFSSE data

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

No

Yes 68%

33%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

No

Yes 48%

52%

Clearly articulate from the top 
down that this is an institutional 
responsibility. . . . Pathways 
doesn’t just land in advising. It 
doesn’t just land in the classroom. 
Every part of the college 
organization is involved in it.

— ADMINISTRATOR
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Campus  
Conversation Starters

Pillar 2: Help Students Get on a Path

Î Are we building an environment in 
which all students feel welcome and 
validated prior to their first day of 
class?*

Î Does every student in every program 
have a clear plan for program 
completion and employment or 
transfer?+

Î Are all first-time students required to 
develop a complete program plan in 
their first term?+

Î Are all students meeting with an 
advisor before registering for classes 
the first time? 

Î Are we talking to every student 
about how long it will take them to 
complete their degree? 

Î Are we talking to every student 
about how much it will cost to 
complete their degree?

Î Are we advising students with equity 
in mind? Are we giving all students 
information about programs of study 
that can increase their economic 
mobility?

Î Are all students required to explore 
career interests and options? 

Î Are new students taking a course 
that ignites their learning in their 
first term?+

Î How are we identifying and then 
serving underprepared students? Are 
we using corequisite support rather 
than stand-alone developmental 
courses? 

Î Do our pathways systems work for 
students who are not first-time-in-
college students when they start at 
our college?

* Source: Dr. Rob Johnstone, Founder & President, National Center for Inquiry & Improvement (NCII)
+ Source: Dr. Davis Jenkins, Senior Research Scholar, Community College Research Center, Teachers College, Columbia University

While guided pathways work is underway on a growing number of campuses, it is too early in this work for most 
colleges to see significant change. That said, improvement in engagement is one early indicator. Thus, when more 
colleges are deeply involved in the work of guided pathways, the Center anticipates that student engagement will 
increase—and improvements in outcomes will follow.

The work of guided pathways takes time and coordinated effort among administrators, faculty, and staff. Colleges 
interested in starting to implement pathways or furthering existing efforts should use data to determine their next steps.

For every pillar and every aspect of implementing guided pathways, campus conversations can shed light on needs, 
expand understanding, and inspire people to take action and continue this challenging work. The following questions 
can be used to spur such conversations.
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TOOLS & 
RESOURCES

Pillar 3: Help Students Stay on Their Path

 Î Are we working from an assumption of what students can 
do with the right support, rather than what they cannot 
do?*

 Î Are students meeting with an advisor every term they are 
enrolled? 

 Î Do we schedule classes so that students can take the 
courses they need to advance when they need them?+ 

 Î Have we embedded non-academic supports along the 
student journey?*

 Î Are we helping students review progress on their 
academic plans each time they meet with an advisor? 

 Î Do we (and students) know how far along students are in 
their programs, in terms of both time and money?+

 Î Do we have a clear process for students who want to 
change their paths? If so, do all students know about it? 

* Source: Dr. Rob Johnstone, Founder & President, National Center for Inquiry & Improvement (NCII)
+ Source: Dr. Davis Jenkins, Senior Research Scholar, Community College Research Center, Teachers College, Columbia University

Visit www.cccse.org/NR2020 for additional tools, including 
SENSE, CCSSE, and CCFSSE toolkits that can help colleges 
assess their pathways efforts to date and evaluate how 
students are experiencing key practices. This site also includes 
protocols that colleges can use for pathways focus groups with 
students as well as with faculty and staff working on guided 
pathways efforts.

Pillar 4: Ensure Students Are Learning

Î What kind of professional development opportunities 
are we offering our faculty for teaching within a guided 
pathways framework? 

Î Are we training faculty to incorporate cultural awareness 
and inclusivity into their courses?

Î Are we encouraging faculty to use asset-based teaching 
approaches that leverage students’ strengths?

Î Are we helping faculty integrate active and applied 
learning experiences into their courses?

Î Are we requiring practices that help students build key 
skills and develop strong academic habits (e.g., study 
groups and collaborating with other students)?

Î Are we requiring students who could benefit from 
tutoring and other supports to use those supports? 

Î How do we encourage students to interact with faculty 
members outside the classroom?

Î How do we help students gain program-relevant 
experience?+

If they always keep on front and 
center what’s in the best interest 
of the student, it’s going to be the 
right decision for that institution.

— ADMINISTRATOR
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